
NAME:  AGE:  

Choose your own
activity.

______________

Summer Reading Bingo

Read for fifteen
minutes.

Read with a friend
or relative.

Do a puzzle.

Make your bed
without being

asked.

Make something
out of clay or mud.

Invent a game.

Do something
crafty.

Learn something
new.

Find a rock that
sparkles in the

sunlight.

Learn about how
islands form.

Build a volcano.
Go looking for

fossils, see if you
can find any shells!

Look at sand
under a

magnifying glass
or microscope.

What do you see?

Play Hot Lava.

Learn about the
three different
types of rock.

Examine some
rocks or glass that
have been worn

smooth by water.
Why do you think

this happens?

Go on a rock walk.
Observe the

different rocks you
see. How are they
similar? How are
they different?

Make a model
showing how the
continental plates

move. 

Start a rock
collection.

Read or listen to a
book about geology

or volcanoes.

Learn about the
hot springs. Where

does the water
come from? Why is

it hot?

Find some
sandstone.  What

do you notice
about it?

 AGES 5-11                            CARD 3          

Complete the activities and try and get a BINGO (five
in row).  Mark off the squares as you go.  Turn in
completed sheets to the library for the chance to win
a prize.  All cards must be turned in by August 9. 

Adventures
in: 

Geology
Read a graphic

novel.
Paint or draw the

mountains.



I, ___________________________________________________________________________________________pledge to:
                                                                      (Your Name)

      Never play with matches, lighters, or fire.
      Always have an adult present when having an outdoor fire.
      Never leave a fire unattended.
      Always have water and a shovel to put out the campfire.
      Always camp in a designated site and use a metal fire ring for the campfire.
      Always make sure the campfire is completely out before leaving it - remember to
      use the Drown, Stir, Drown, and Feel method.

Take the Smokey Bear Pledge

Travel
J O U R N A L

Go on an adventure! An adventure could be a bike
ride, a hike, or anything else that you feel is
adventurous. write a story (real or imagined) of your
exploits. This story should not be more than 200
words.

Take/Draw a picture of
the beginning of your

adventure

Take/Draw a picture of
the end of your

adventure


